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Model Photos  
Are you an aspiring or new model wanting to get a foot in the door? Well, Jim’s Photos may be able to 
help. With access to Modeling web sites and photo contests, any photo can be sent to interested 
parties all over the world! The opportunities are countless.  
 
I love all photography. I created Jim's Photos, LLC 22 years ago to provide great images instead of 
just a snap shot at an affordable price. Almost every image I post is fully edited (re-touched) and color 
corrected. The more I do this, the more I raise my bar when it comes to quality. My objective is to 
provide high quality images that you will proudly display in your portfolio. Your portfolio should be all 
about YOU and what YOU want, not what I want.  
 
Although I specialize in Team/Sports and Portrait photography, I also enjoy Modeling and Artistic 
photography as well and want to do more of this. I am looking for average everyday models to work 
with (TF*) in the southern Wisconsin area, especially those who would otherwise not have an 
opportunity to do this. It is not about the glamour or money, but about the sincerity of the people 
involved. My style is casual and laid-back, never in a hurry.  
 
If you feel you would never have an opportunity to be a photographers model, please give Jim's 
Photos a try. All proofs and finished photos are posted to my 'Photo View and Print' website for you to 
see. Note: Models should bring a companion when meeting photographers they have never worked 
with yet. I can promise that you will be treated with respect and professionalism. All those under 
eighteen need to have a parent or guardian with them during the shoot. So, bring a friend and lets 
have some fun doing a TFCD shoot!  
 
Ideally, you need to have a portfolio demonstrating your work. If you do not have one, please consider 
having me help you establish your portfolio. I will spend time working with you on poses and share 
with you my experiences as a photographer. Again, my goal is to produce high-quality images of you 
that will make your portfolio stand out from the others.  
I am always looking for new models to add to my portfolio on the web and to create a beautiful 
portfolio for yourself. I mostly do TF* shoots. Most of my models are volunteers, however you could 
receive compensation for your participation from persons sponsoring on event or contest.  
 
Additionally, photo contests are a fun and exciting way to share your photos with others. There are a 
lot of reasons for entering a photo contest. First and foremost, if you are lucky enough to be chosen a 
winner, you can earn some money. But more importantly, you will gain a lot of recognition from some 
very important sources.  
 
A lot of companies and individuals are constantly scouting contests and other modeling websites for 
suitable modeling subjects for use in advertising or other purposes. This may be your chance to gain 
national exposure.  
 
Most contests are held monthly and require at least 5 photo submissions each time, so it is important 
to have a lot of photos to choose from. It's practical in today's world to take as many photos as 
possible to achieve positive results.  
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The process is very easy! Jim’s Photos will take the photos on location and do all the post production 
re-touching and color correction edits. All proofs and finished photos are then posted to my 'Photo 
View and Print' website for you to see.  
 
Jim's Photos is a member of Modeling Mayhem. This is a modeling web site viewed by thousands of 
people world-wide.  
 
Get ready for a lot of fun and excitement. Have your photos taken today! My contact information is 
listed below.  
 
Sincerely,  
Jim’s Photos, LLC  
PO Box 14592  
Madison, WI 53708-4592  
Office: 608-663-3500  
E-Mail: info@jimsphotos.net  
Web: www.jimsphotos.net/model 
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